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Non-equilibrium molecular-dynamics simulations of bulk methane clathrate hydrates have been con-
ducted in a range of externally applied electromagnetic (e/m) fields. Studies into frequencies of
system(or “global”)-mass-density fluctuations showed that these clathrates have three major modes:
the dominant one is attributable to water molecules’ librations and occurs at 720 cm�1, regardless of
any applied e/m fields. One of the more minor system-density fluctuations arises at 10-12 cm�1 and
is caused by the propagation of local-density fluctuations; again, this is independent of e/m fields.
The final density fluctuation is caused by e/m fields, and it only becomes apparent for field strengths
of 1.2 V/nm or higher. The frequency of this mode is always twice the frequency of the applied e/m
field. It was shown that the main qualitative features of the translational and librational densities of
states (DOSs) were unaffected by the application of e/m fields; however, a slight coupling effect was
observed, producing a peak in all DOSs at the frequency of the applied field. This study showed
that e/m fields below a certain intensity threshold do not lead to any marked structural distortion or
dissociation effect on pre-existing bulk clathrates, in which the hydrogen-bonding structure of the
lattice remains intact. This is verified by system-density and configurational-energy values as well as
radial distribution functions. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4990029]

INTRODUCTION

Gas hydrates are crystalline inclusion compounds,
wherein a water host lattice encages small guest atoms or
molecules in cavities; the lattice is stabilised by the enclathra-
tion of trapped solutes.1,2 There are three known common
clathrate-hydrate structures: (s)I, II, and H. In sI hydrates, the
unit cell is formed from two small 512 pentagonal dodecahe-
dral cavities and six slightly larger tetrakaidecahedral 51262

cages, with 46 water molecules.1,2 Methane hydrates are
most abundant in situ, occurring in nature in the permafrost
and in marine-sediment environments, typically adopting sI
structure. Recently, global interest in methane clathrates has
been dramatically increasing due to its potential to be a new
source of natural gas, motivated in large part by energy and
environmental considerations.3–5 Naturally, this has led to a
wide host of molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations studying
methane-clathrate extraction methods, typically from marine
milieux.6 More generally, molecular simulation has proved to
be a rather invaluable tool in revealing much about equilib-
rium properties of clathrate hydrates, including structure,6–10

a “resonant-scattering” picture of phonons and guest motion
in cavities,11–13 hydrogen-bonding characteristics,14,15 and
dynamical7–22 and energetic properties.10,16 Such molecular-
simulation studies on dynamical properties have often focused
on vibrational properties of the host lattice and on the cav-
ities, with “overlapping” between these acoustic and optic
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modes, often interpreted in the context of resonant scatter-
ing.23 Such an understanding of equilibrium dynamical prop-
erties and phonon scattering offered by molecular dynam-
ics (MD) has indeed led to progress in recent years in
enhancing our understanding of thermal-conduction processes
in clathrate hydrates,24–28 together with “hopping”-mediated
guest-diffusion processes of interest of energy- and gas-storage
applications.29–33

In any event, the application of external electric and elec-
tromagnetic (e/m) fields to gas hydrates is of much technologi-
cal interest. For instance, in the inhibition of hydrate formation
in natural-gas pipelines, aside from the use of either thermody-
namic or kinetic inhibitor additives injected into the gas stream,
or localised application of higher temperature,1,2 external elec-
tric and electromagnetic (e/m) fields may serve to disrupt
already-formed hydrates (e.g., as pipeline plugs or possibly
in situ “natural” hydrates).1 Makogon has commented on the
effect of electric fields on hydrate crystals, devising an expres-
sion for the shift in thermodynamic equilibrium conditions
caused by a static electric or magnetic field, concluding that the
electric field intensity would have to be of the order of 107 V/m
(i.e., 10�2 V/nm) to have any significant effect on equilibrium.
Makogon also outlined a model for e/m field-induced melting
of hydrate deposits from the porous rock of wells.1 Rojey has
reserved a U.S. patent on a system to inhibit/prevent the for-
mation of clathrate hydrates in pipelines by means of exposure
to a field of e/m waves set up by a network of emitters spaced
along the length of a pipeline.34 Rojey stated briefly that the
e/m waves, of appropriate frequency and intensity, should pre-
vent or minimise the organisation of water molecules to form
a hydrogen-bonded crystalline lattice in a fluid containing an
aqueous phase and hydrocarbons, disrupting the possibility
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of hydrate growth.34 e/m fields would, and should, therefore
act as an alternative for gas-pipeline flow-assurance to more
established practices of using additives of methanol and other
thermodynamic inhibitors.1,2 Although e/m-field penetration
depths in liquid water are of the order of ∼1 cm, in gas, this
extends for up to metres;34 this, combined with repeated spec-
ular reflection along the pipe walls (in a “zig-zag” fashion),
serves to keep the amplitude relatively high over hundreds of
metres, which is why Rojey’s patent mentions new e/m-field
emitters for every few hundred metres of a pipeline. Unfortu-
nately, however, there has been essentially no developmental
work of these e/m-field methods for gas-hydrate applications
in the past 20 years reported in the open literature, with lit-
tle industrial R&D taking place. This relative neglect of this
intriguing flow-assurance proposition serves as a motivation
to us to study further e/m-field effects on hydrates.

English and MacElroy have carried out non-equilibrium
(NE) MD to assess how external e/m fields disrupt the forma-
tion of spherical methane hydrate nanocrystals.35 They found
that the shifting dipolar alignment inside the crystal weak-
ens the structural hydrogen-bonding arrangements, thereby
leading to break-up (or inhibition of formation in the first
place). Naturally, this is dependent on field intensity and fre-
quency, with intensities of the order of 0.1-0.5 V/nm required
to observe tangible results of inhibition within feasible MD
simulation times. The “optimal” frequencies for disruption
were in the 20-200 GHz (0.67-6.67 cm�1) range (overlapping
with the general hydrogen bond lifetimes). This confirms, to
some extent,35 arguments advanced by Rojey.34

Luis et al. subsequently applied static electric fields to
bulk methane hydrates, as opposed to spherical nanocrystals,
and found that fields greater than 1.5 V/nm in intensity led to
break up at a pressure of 20 bars and temperature of 248 K.36

Luis et al. then performed further “electro-dissociation” of
bulk methane hydrates at 260 K and 80 bars, and also at 285 K
and 400 bars, in static fields of 1–5 V/nm.37

Given that we have recently observed and studied tempo-
ral system-density fluctuations in liquid water38 and methane
hydrates,17 in which we established underlying (collective)
frequency modes underpinning system-density fluctuations,
we now re-focus in the present study on bulk methane hydrates.
However, based on Rojey’s patent34 and English and MacEl-
roy’s more fundamental NEMD work35 in electromagnetic
fields, we are motivated by how external e/m fields may influ-
ence or perturb these underlying collective modes. We wish to
focus on the athermal, quasi-equilibrium response of the crys-
talline state to applied e/m fields (albeit with non-equilibrium
MD as the tool used). Therefore, we study temporal, system-
density fluctuations as well as the translational and librational
Densities of States (DOSs) of bulk methane hydrates for a
range of field frequencies and at intensities up to 2 V/nm before
the onset of structural distortion (at least on the limited MD
time scales used and possible today).

METHODOLOGY

Equilibrium and non-equilibrium (in-field, vide infra)
MD was performed in cubic simulation boxes, for various
temperatures and system sizes, under constant-pressure,

constant-temperature (NPT) conditions at ambient (1 bar)
pressure, using a light coupling to Melchionna’s modified form
of the Hoover barostat with isotropic cell fluctuations and baro-
stat and thermostat relaxation times of 0.4 and 0.1 ps, respec-
tively.40 A time step of 2 fs was used, with MD conducted under
periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The particle-mesh Ewald
method was used to handle long-range electrostatic interac-
tions.26,41 Normalised autocorrelation functions (ACFs) of
the time-derivatives of the system density were computed as
follows:

cα(t) = 〈α̇i(t)α̇i(0)〉/〈α̇i(0)α̇i(0)〉, (1)

where α denotes the density (m/V, i.e., the total mass of water
and methane molecules per unit of system volume). The use
of time-derivatives, α̇, in the definition has the advantage of
being acutely sensitive to temporal fluctuations (e.g., periodic
oscillations or “vibrations”) in the density, allowing this to be
probed conveniently and straightforwardly via power spectra
(Fourier transformation) of their ACFs.

In addition to using Melchionna’s modified form of the
Hoover barostat, to ascertain the possible effects of barostat
relaxation time on temporal system-density fluctuations (i.e.,
from volume-dilation dynamics), we also applied Gauss’s prin-
ciple of least constraint to both temperature and pressure, so
that these are inherent constants of motion.42 The Newtonian
equations of motion for r (position) and p (momentum) of site
i in this formulation are altered as follows:42

ṙi = ṗi/mi + ε̇ri, (2)

V̇ = 3V ε̇, (3)

ṗi = fi − ε̇pi − ςpi, (4)

where the force is f i and the thermostat’s inertia parameter, ς,
is given by

ς = −ε̇ +
N∑

i=1

fi · pi

/ N∑
i=1

p2
i , (5)

whilst the system-volume dilation (or contraction) rate, ε̇, is
specified by

ε̇ =

1
m

N∑
i=1

∑
j>i

(
rij · pij

) (
φ′′ij + φ′ij

/���rij
���
)

N∑
i=1

∑
j>i

r2
ij

(
φ′′ij + φ′ij

/���rij
���
)

+ 9PV

. (6)

In Eqs. (5) and (6), it is understood that the summations run
over molecules i and j, rather than individual sites, while φ′ij
and φ′′ij refer, respectively, to the first and second derivatives of
the potential. The mass m refers to that of the molecule, while
P is a pre-defined constant (1 bar) of the motion, but V varies
dynamically [according to Eq. (3)]. Also, rij = ri � rj and pij

= pi � pj, and periodic boundary conditions and holonomic
constraints are applied to all position calculations.

Owing to previous simple point charge (SPC) type mod-
els being used profitably in local-density fluctuation analysis in
liquid water and SPC for system-density-fluctuation analysis
in liquid water38 and methane hydrates,17 we employ here the
SPC water model43 with an Optimized Potentials for Liquid
Simulations - United Atoms (OPLS-UA) methane potential44

and Lorentz-Berthelot45 combining rules. This performs well
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for hydrate melting-point and free-energy calculations;46 fur-
ther, Luis et al. identified SPC water as being an optimal
rigid water molecule for replicating experimentally observed
clathrate behaviour around the phase transition.47 Autocorrela-
tion functions [of atomic velocity and density, cf. Eq. (1)] were
defined for 50 ps using the multiple-time-origin method,45 and
the ACF amplitude had essentially decayed to zero within 10
ps (and often less). Fourier transformation of ACFs defined
in length from 10 to 50 ps showed essentially no variation.
Filon’s method was used for Fourier transformation, without
any smoothing, for greater accuracy.45

Given that it was established in Ref. 17 that 2 × 2 × 2 (sI)
unit cells per simulation box were satisfactory to investigate
(zero-field) system-density fluctuations, we used a 2 × 2 × 2
supercell in the present study. The starting coordinates of the
oxygen atoms in the model unit cells of sI hydrates were taken
from x-ray diffraction data.48 Proton-disordered unit cells were
constructed such that water molecules were selected to con-
form to the Bernal-Fowler rules with vanishingly small total
dipole moments.49 The theoretical maximum occupancy of 2
and 6 methane molecules in the small and large cages, respec-
tively, was assumed, given typical estimates of ∼90%-95%
occupation experimentally in methane hydrates.1,2

In addition to equilibrium, zero-field simulations,
we ran non-equilibrium MD (NEMD) for four different
electromagnetic-field rms intensities of 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, and
2 V/nm (given that the bulk-hydrate electro-dissociation
threshold is probably marginally larger in e/m fields than ∼1.5
V/nm for static fields)36,37 and for three different field fre-
quencies of 1.67, 16.67, and 33.33 cm�1 (i.e., 50, 500, and
1000 GHz, respectively)—a total of twelve different e/m-
field conditions. These disparate frequencies were chosen to
provide a broad spread over the microwave to near-infrared
region, and a similar range was used for NEMD of liquid
water in terms of gauging e/m-field effects on, inter alia,
self-diffusivity.50 The e/m fields were applied by perturbing
Newton’s equation39,50,51

mir̈i = fi + qiE(t) + qivi × B(t). (7)

Here, qi is the charge and f i is the force on the site i. The
e/m field was taken to be uniform and plane-polarised in the z
direction, i.e., the electric component was taken to act in this
direction. The magnetic component was taken to act in the y
direction, and the plane of polarisation was then the x-z plane,
with the field intensities related by E(t)/B(t) = c, where c is
the speed of light, i.e.,

E(t) = Emax cos(ωt)(0i + 0j + 1k) and

B(t) = Bmax cos(ωt)(0i + 1j + 0k) (8)

and Emax =
√

2Erms. Given the non-reversibility of the propa-
gator in Eq. (7) for magnetic fields, simulations were repeated
with a 1 fs time step in the case of the 1.2 V/nm and 16.67 cm�1

condition, yielding the same density and velocity spectra as
those with the 2 fs-step simulations. After zero-field relax-
ation for 0.5 ns, each production simulation was performed
for 0.5 ns at 250 K and 60 atm.

It should be noted that the e/m-field intensities used in this
study correspond to torques on water molecules’ dipoles of
typically less than ∼10% of those present in condensed phases

of water, i.e., the applied fields are roughly an order of magni-
tude less than intrinsic electric fields present in condensed-
water phases.51–53 In the supplementary material, a wider
discussion has been added on the relationship between external
electric fields used typically in experiments and the physical
approximations involved. In brief, the applied-field intensi-
ties used here would lead to ionisation, but the rigid nature of
the water models prevents this; such high field intensities are
necessary to observe a tangible signal-to-noise ratio for non-
thermal effects over accessible simulation time scales of the
order of a nanosecond.

Dynamic guest-host (methane-water) energy transfer may
be investigated via calculation of velocity autocorrelation
functions (VACFs; m = n), i.e.,

Z(t) = 〈vm(0) · vn(t)〉/〈vm(0) · vn(0)〉. (9)

Normalised velocity autocorrelation functions (VACFs) mea-
sure the degree of significance of coupling of atomic motions.
These were computed for the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in
water and for the carbon atoms of the UA methane molecules.
Cosine Fourier transformation (power spectra) of the VACFs
reveals the densities of states;16–20,23,54 the oxygen atoms in
water dominate the translational motion of the lattice, whilst
the hydrogen atoms reflect librational motion.17 The transla-
tional vibrations of the encaged methane molecules may be
studied in the power spectrum of the methane carbon atoms
(centre-of-mass).16–19 In any event, we may also study e/m-
field effects on the DOS, as has been done for VACF-spectra
in chiral liquids and their racemic mixtures,55 as well as for
liquid water56 and water adsorbed at metal-oxide surfaces.57

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For liquid water, the average intrinsic electric-field inten-
sities were found to range from about 15 to 25 V/nm. The prob-
ability distributions of the electric field strengths are shown in
Fig. 1 for liquid water at 260–400 K. Here, the Coulombic
forces were evaluated on each charge site (excluding the force
from the external field) from Ewald-propagated MD, and E
at each such site i is defined as f i/qi, with its magnitude then
taken. The intrinsic electric-field intensities in the bulk hydrate
phase were very similar to this range, justifying the earlier

FIG. 1. Probability distribution of intrinsic electric-field intensities in liquid
water at various temperatures.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-147-007725
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observation of the torques on water molecules’ dipoles of
typically less than ∼10% of those present in condensed phases
of water.

The average density and configurational energy of the
clathrate system were largely unaffected by e/m fields, as
seen in Table I. This indicates that no dissociation occurred,
confirmed by applying Báez-Clancy geometric hydrate-
recognition criteria.58 In any event, inducing hydrate disso-
ciation is not a goal of this study.

At first glance, this may appear surprising because English
and MacElroy have shown for TIP4P-FQ water models that
e/m fields of up to ∼8 cm�1 (∼240 GHz) with rms intensi-
ties of 1 V/nm or higher can break apart methane-hydrate
nano-crystallites (of ∼2.5 nm in diameter) and inhibit their
formation.35 However, as discussed earlier, a clathrate nano-
crystal is, ipso facto, an incomplete structure lacking the crystal
structure of the bulk, with only a certain number of hydro-
gen bonds stabilising a limited number of complete clathrate
cages. In comparison, in the bulk crystal (as handled by PBC),
there is an infinite number of cages in all directions and this
cage structure creates mutually reinforcing hydrogen bonds,
creating added stability for the clathrates. Therefore, it is not
surprising that an e/m field of up to ∼1-2 V/nmrms can induce
dissociation in weaker nano-crystallite systems, but not in the
more stable bulk clathrates (at least on time scales of up to 0.5
ns). In contrast, static fields are oriented in one direction, with
an unchanging intensity, allowing easier rupture of stabilising
hydrogen bonds in hydrates for 1.5 V/nm and above.36,37

At this point, it is instructive to compare, qualitatively,
the fundamentally differing effects of static and e/m fields.
In the case of liquid water, static fields causing a perma-
nent (partial) re-alignment of water molecules’ dipoles,59–61

whereas e/m fields instead lead to (partial) continuous rotation
of water molecules, due to the cosine-varying torque on their
dipoles [cf. Eq. (3) and Refs. 39, 51, and 52]. As mentioned
above, in the case of hydrates, static fields above a certain
threshold intensity (e.g., ∼1.5 V/nm, at least for nanosecond

NEMD-simulation periods)36,37 induce clathrate dissociation
because the greater water-dipole alignment leads to distor-
tion of the clathrate structure, as the water molecules are
rotated out of their original crystallographic positions, and
the cage/lattice-stabilising hydrogen bonds are ruptured. In
comparison, the (partial) rotation induced relatively readily by
e/m fields in liquid-like water (or dipolar liquid) environments
ensures dissipation of the mechanical work done on the dipoles
by the field’s torques into re-orientational motion, primarily,
albeit with some extent of roto-translational coupling62 (e.g.,
enhancement of translational self-diffusivity).51,63,64 How-
ever, in the case of hydrates, whether in bulk-crystal or nano-
crystallite form, below the intensity threshold needed for
e/m-induced electro-dissociation (which will vary naturally
with external-field frequency),35 the dissipation of torque-
mediated work is targeted primarily into librational (rotation-
oscillation18,19) modes (and vibrational modes, if a flexi-
ble model is used).50 In this case, then, there is primarily
an “enhanced rattling” effect on the hydrogen-bonding net-
work, rather than outright re-orientational motion leading
to rupture of stabilising bonds. Therefore, with the appli-
cation of such “sub-threshold” e/m fields, there are no evi-
dent structural changes or adjustments in the strength of the
hydrogen-bonding network. This is in accord with Table I.

In order to further quantify any structural changes, or lack
of thereof, in the clathrate system, radial distribution func-
tions (RDFs) were obtained. It was found that none of the
e/m fields studied, regardless of intensity or frequency, had
any effect on any RDF. This is demonstrated by Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) which are representative of all RDFs observed from
every simulation conducted. Figure 2(a) shows the (water-
water) oxygen-oxygen RDF for all intensities run at 1.67 cm�1

(50 GHz), whilst Fig. 2(b) depicts this for all frequencies
run at 2 V/nmrms; the corresponding RDF under a zero-field
condition serves as a reference.

The RDFs for the zero-field simulation, and indeed of
all the in-field simulations, show the ordered nature of a

TABLE I. Average values and standard deviations of density in kg/m3 and configurational-energy values (per
water) in kJ/mol.

Standard deviations
rms Standard deviations Average configurational of configurational
intensity Frequency Density of density energy (per water) energy (per water)

(V/nm) (cm�1) kg/m3 kg/m3 kJ/mol kJ/mol
Zero-field Zero-field 932.1 6.3 �53.538 0.439
0.8 1.67 931.9 5.9 �53.492 0.343
0.8 16.67 931.3 6.7 �53.480 0.485
0.8 33.33 931.7 7.7 �53.538 0.607
1.2 1.67 931.4 6.3 �53.421 0.418
1.2 16.67 931.2 6.6 �53.413 0.460
1.2 33.33 931.3 7.3 �53.409 0.561
1.6 1.67 930.9 5.2 �53.292 0.255
1.6 16.67 930.8 5.2 �53.321 0.267
1.6 33.33 930.6 8.0 �53.304 0.649
2.0 1.67 929.5 5.6 �53.417 0.372
2.0 16.67 930.7 5.0 �53.174 0.259
2.0 33.33 930.0 10.7 �53.141 0.962
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FIG. 2. (a) Oxygen-oxygen RDF of methane clathrate under zero-field con-
ditions (red), and 16.67 cm�1 e/m fields of 0.8 V/nmrms (green), 1.2 V/nmrms
(blue), 1.6 V/nmrms (purple), and 2 V/nmrms (turquoise). (b) Oxygen-oxygen
RDF of methane clathrate under zero-field conditions (red) and 2 V/nmrms
e/m fields with frequencies of 1.67 cm�1 (green), 16.67 cm�1 (blue), and
33.33 cm�1 (purple).

clathrate hydrate as the RDF consists of sharp definite peaks,
characteristic of the cage network and similar to comparable
RDFs in Refs. 17 and 54. The observation that the application
of e/m fields of up to 2 V/nmrms of any frequency in the range
studied has no effect on the RDF is in agreement with the
earlier density and configurational-energy results (cf. Table I).

The RDF and density results are in good accord with pre-
viously published results.10,16,17,19,23,54 In particular, the RDFs
have the same sharp features at the right radial distances that
essentially match for a variety of different potential models.
In addition, the density results are in good agreement with
typical experimental values.1,2 Although not the most sophisti-
cated potentials, the currently used ones do capture the melting
point and basic thermodynamic and structural properties quite
well.17,46

A study was conducted on the frequency of the fluctua-
tions in system mass density (i.e., total system mass divided
by total system volume) and configurational energy, to iden-
tify the microscopic phenomena creating these fluctuations
and to observe how these phenomena are affected by e/m

fields. The Fourier transform of the ACF of the derivative
of both density and configurational energy was calculated to
identify the dominant fluctuation frequencies [cf. Eq. (1),
where α is system mass-density or configurational energy].
Three major density fluctuations were observed and Table II
shows the wavenumber of each of these fluctuations for
each simulation run. The dominant fluctuation occurred at
∼720 cm�1 for all simulations and it was attributed to the libra-
tional motion of water molecules.17–19 The other two density
fluctuations were of much smaller magnitude and of lower
frequency. One of these fluctuations occurred at 10-12 cm�1

for all simulations, while the last density fluctuation was only
observed for higher-intensity e/m fields and it had a frequency
of twice the applied e/m field.

As stated earlier, the dominant frequency occurred at
approximately 720 cm�1 for every set of conditions studied
and is attributed to librations of water molecules. Libration
is a repetitive restricted oscillation in rotational motion. In
the case of liquid water, molecules’ librations occur because
hydrogen bonding prevents the water molecules from rotat-
ing freely (as in the gas phase), driven by their thermal energy.
Therefore, in the hydrate, instead of making full 360° rotations,
water molecules experience librations where they “wiggle” or
rotate back and forth in small angles, and it is this repeti-
tive rotation and straining against hydrogen bonds that causes
system-density fluctuations, albeit at the high frequency of
individual molecular librations. Here, it was found that the
application of e/m fields did not influence the magnitude of
frequency of libration: this is not unexpected because it has
already been shown that e/m fields affect hydrogen-bond kinet-
ics markedly but do not cause any changes in the strength of
the hydrogen-bonding network. Since librations are controlled
by the strength of the restrictive hydrogen bonds on a water
molecule (e.g., in a hydrate lattice),18 it is therefore logical
that e/m fields (at least in the lower-frequency microwave and
infrared range) will not influence librations.

For in-field NEMD, a low-frequency system-density tem-
poral fluctuation is observed for higher-strength fields, in
terms of the overall system density of the system (as opposed

TABLE II. Frequency of librational, e/m-field, and system-density fluctua-
tions (in cm�1).

Simulations Density fluctuations

rms intensity Frequency Libration peak e/m peak Local peak
(V/nm) (cm�1) (cm�1) (cm�1) (cm�1)

Zero-field Zero-field 720 N/A 12
0.8 1.67 725 Not observed 12
0.8 16.67 725 Not observed 12
0.8 33.33 725 Not observed 12
1.2 1.67 724 Not observed 12
1.2 16.67 725 33 12
1.2 33.33 725 Not observed 12
1.6 1.67 722 3 12
1.6 16.67 722 33 12
1.6 33.33 722 66 12
2.0 1.67 715 3 12
2.0 16.67 722 33 12
2.0 33.33 720 66 12
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to any local measure of density). The observed density
fluctuation’s frequency is twice that of the applied e/m field,
and it is first observed at 1.2 V/nmrms; however, it is only
observed consistently for field strengths of 1.6 V/nmrms or
higher. Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform of the density-
derivative ACF for the 2 V/nmrms simulations where e/m-field
fluctuations are clearly visible as peaks. This fluctuation, even
when observed, is far smaller and less significant than the dom-
inant libration peak. It is thought that this fluctuation is caused
by e/m fields forcing water molecules to rotate (only partially),
without rupturing the lattice’s stabilising hydrogen bonds,
causing the system density to swell and contract periodically.
The average peak-to-trough amplitude of the volume dilations
corresponded to ∼0.72%, 0.93%, 1.52%, and 1.74% for the
0.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2 V/nm fields, respectively, with those in the
1.67 cm�1 fields displaying a slightly larger (∼10%) amplitude
than the higher intensity ones (due to a longer field period in
which the system volume could respond). In the 0.8 V/nm case,
this was found to be almost 4 times higher than the zero-field
density-fluctuation magnitude. The study of the spectra of the
ACF of the configurational energy’s derivative [cf. Eq. (3) with
α as configurational energy] shows that the configurational
energy also fluctuates with a frequency of twice the applied
e/m field, even at intensities lower than the threshold inten-
sity to observe the density fluctuation. The “double-frequency”
nature of e/m-induced modes arising from the system-density
and configurational-energy’s derivative-ACFs is conjectured
to originate from the pairwise molecular interactions defin-
ing these fundamental quantities of energy and density: the
e/m-field’s oscillating torque acting on the water molecules’
dipole vectors sets up an “echo” effect of an opposing torque
from the surrounding respective molecules (as a consequence
of neighbouring molecules’ force response via Newton’s third
law); this serves to double the de facto (e/m) torque-oscillation
(or frequency) experienced by each molecule. In any event,
given that configurational energy is an average over individual
molecules, it is, in a sense, a single-molecule property, whilst
system mass density is an inherently collective property; based
on this, it is not surprising to see the e/m-field vibrational sig-
nature at lower applied-field intensities in the single-molecule

FIG. 3. Low-frequency section of the Fourier transform of the density-
derivative ACF of methane clathrates exposed to 2 V/nmrms fields with
frequencies of 1.67 cm�1 (blue), 16.67 cm�1 (green), and 33.33 cm�1 (red).

FIG. 4. Low-frequency section of the Fourier transform of the density-
derivative ACF (red) and configurational-energy ACF (green) of methane
clathrates under 1.6 V/nmrms, 33.33 cm�1 e/m fields.

property (i.e., ACF of configurational-energy derivatives). An
example is shown in Fig. 4. It is postulated that this threshold
intensity of 1.2-1.6 V/nmrms to observe a density fluctuation of
twice the e/m field frequency is due to the hydrogen-bonding
in clathrates being resilient to the studied applied fields.

The clathrate system is shown to exhibit a density fluc-
tuation with a frequency of 10-12 cm�1. This fluctuation is
observed for all simulations and is independent of any vari-
able studied, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. This fluctuation is also
observed in the ACF of configurational energy as shown in
Fig. 4. This frequency is found to be produced by local-
density fluctuations65 resulting in small system-density fluc-
tuations.17,38 This conclusion is drawn because the frequency
of this peak, 12 cm�1, corresponds to a period of ∼3 ps which
is close to the known lifetime of a local-density fluctuation of
less than 4 ps.17,38 Also, in NPT dynamics involving Gauss’s
principle of least constraint [cf. Eqs. (2)–(6)], which is inde-
pendent of the reservoirs’ thermal- and pressure-dissipation
inertia, the system-density fluctuations were observed to be
essentially identical.

The host-lattice translational and vibrational DOSs, i.e.,
VACF spectra of oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively,
and those of methane, were calculated for each simulation run
in order to identify the influence of e/m fields on the rattling
modes of a bulk clathrate system. For methane centre-of-mass
vibrations, the three peaks are consistent with the almost ellip-
tical shape of the large cages and spherical shape of the small
ones. The zero-field DOS, shown in Fig. 5, is in agreement
with those reported in a previous study of a range of different
potential models in zero-field conditions.17 The host transla-
tional DOS shows the expected peaks at ∼70 and 240 cm�1

which are caused by acoustic phonons and transverse optical
modes, respectively.7,8,11,12,17,54 The lattice’s vibrational DOS
exhibits a broad peak within the previously quoted range of
400-1400 cm�1;7,8,17,54 this peak is caused by librations of
water molecules.

It was found that e/m fields of any intensity or of fre-
quency up to 16.67 cm�1 have essentially no effect on the
main features of the VACF spectra for oxygen, hydrogen, or
methane; this is demonstrated by Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), which
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FIG. 5. Fourier transform of the VACF for methane (green) and for the host
lattice’s water oxygen atoms (blue) and hydrogen atoms (purple) for a zero-
field simulation of methane clathrate at 250 K and 60 atm.

show the host’s translational DOS under 16.67 cm�1 fields of
differing intensities and under a range of different frequency
2 V/nmrms e/m fields. Both Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) contain a zero-
field simulation for comparison and are representative of all
the DOSs for oxygen, hydrogen, and methane under any e/m
field. However, in Fig. 6(b), there is an e/m field coupling
for 33.33 cm�1 and 2 V/nmrms case (by way of a clear peak
at 33.33 cm�1), which was essentially absent at lower inten-
sities. This 1 THz e/m field oscillates comparatively rapidly
(in the infrared region) and is relatively intense (at ∼10% of
the intrinsic electric field), and therefore yields an oscillating-
torque-induced mode in the DOS of the translational lattice,
given that it is nearer in frequency to the host lattice’s acous-
tic modes vis-à-vis the lower-intensity e/m fields applied here.
The observation that the main peaks of the DOSs were indepen-
dent of e/m fields (below 2 V/nmrms, at any rate) was somewhat
expected because, as discussed above, the e/m fields in this
intensity range have been shown to only affect the kinetics
of hydrogen bonding markedly,50,51,61 instead of leading to
even moderate structural changes or clathrate dissolution. The
hydrate lattice, especially in the bulk state, does not exhibit any
hydrogen-bond rupture over 0.5 ns, although this might well be
expected under longer simulation durations, especially in the
nanoscale-crystallite state, as shown in Ref. 35. Over longer
(experimental) time scales, this e/m-response would be of
interest to the macroscopic, experimental dielectric-response
measurements of Bertie et al.,66,67 which established that water
molecules rotate about half as rapidly as those in ice, even
though the hydrogen bonds are similar in strength to those
in ice.68 Rick and Freeman69 elucidated the proton-disorder-
propagation mechanisms explaining this dielectric response,
using hybrid Monte Carlo and MD, but this would not be
possible with deterministic NEMD in the presence of e/m
fields. Substantially longer simulations, approaching millisec-
onds in relatively intense e/m fields, such as those studied here,
would be needed to probe e/m-field effects on enhancing rota-
tional motion in host-lattice water molecules, thereby accel-
erating the underlying proton-disorder-propagation mecha-
nisms and leading to more rapid dielectric relaxation (and a
corresponding lower dielectric constant).66,67

FIG. 6. (a) Fourier transform of the velocity ACF for oxygen in no field
(red) and in a range of 16.67 cm�1 e/m fields with intensities of 0.8 V/nmrms
(green), 1.2 V/nmrms (blue), 1.6 V/nmrms (purple), and 2 V/nmrms (turquoise).
(b) Fourier transform of the velocity ACF for oxygen in a zero field (red) and
in a range of 2 V/nmrms e/m field frequencies, 1.67 cm�1 (green), 16.67 cm�1

(blue), and 33.33 cm�1 (purple).

However, although e/m fields do not affect the domi-
nant peaks of the DOS, they have been shown to cause the
formation of small peaks of the same frequency as the applied
e/m field. These e/m peaks are observed for all of the DOSs,
which includes the DOS of oxygen, hydrogen, and methane
in both large and small cages. The magnitude of the e/m
peak is found to increase with the intensity of the applied
field and the peaks are only easily visible at intensities of
1.6 V/nmrms or greater. Furthermore the magnitude of the peak
increases with the frequency of the applied field, as shown in
Fig. 7. This e/m peak is especially interesting, as it occurs at
the same frequency as that of the applied e/m field instead
of at twice the frequency as was observed for density and
configurational-energy fluctuations. A similar coupling effect
between e/m fields and dipole alignment has been observed
in previous studies of liquid water.38 In the present case, for
hydrates, the coupling of the VACF and the e/m field can be
explained by both oxygen and hydrogen being charged species:
this means that they will exhibit direct velocity responses
to the e/m field, and, therefore, the VACF-spectrum peak is
expected at the applied field frequency. Although the methane
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FIG. 7. Translational DOS of host lattice (i.e., Fourier transform of the water-
oxygen VACF) under a zero field (red) and in a range of 2 V/nmrms e/m field
frequencies, 1.67 cm�1 (green), 16.67 cm�1 (blue), and 33.33 cm�1 (purple).

molecules do not respond directly to the e/m field, owing
to their symmetric partial-charge structure and no dipole, it
is thought that the corresponding peak in methane VACF-
spectra is caused by the field-induced oxygen and hydrogen
positional fluctuations being transmitted across to methane
through collisions between methane and the surrounding water
cages; this, of course, is reinforced by the concept of resonant
scattering.23

CONCLUSIONS

Through NEMD in external e/m fields, to probe athermal
effects in the quasi-equilibrium state, it has been shown that
microwave and infrared e/m fields in the intensity range stud-
ied do not bring about appreciable structural changes to bulk
methane clathrates, despite the fact that e/m fields can inhibit
clathrate formation.34,35 It is important to note that electro-
dissociation was not a goal of the present study. The lack
of structural change is because when e/m fields cause water
molecules to rotate, it affects primarily librational modes (not
in terms of frequency per se, but rather in terms of mechanical-
work leakage into those modes); it is only in the case of outright
rupture of the lattice by more intense fields that the rate of rear-
rangements of the hydrogen bonds would be accelerated (as
happens in liquid water at all e/m-field intensities).50,51,61 The
lack of field-induced structural effects was demonstrated by
no major changes in density, configurational energy, RDFs, or
DOS.

It was observed that the clathrate density fluctuated with
three separate frequencies, the dominant frequency being
caused by the librational motion of water molecules, which
is independent of e/m fields. The second frequency of den-
sity fluctuation was found to be twice the frequency of any
applied e/m field, although this fluctuation was only observed
above a threshold intensity of 1.2 V/nmrms. This density fluctu-
ation is produced by water molecules being forced into angular
positions of maximum and minimum repulsion from their
neighbours attainable without rupture of stabilising hydrogen
bonds, which also produces fluctuations of the same frequency
in configurational energy. The final frequency of density

fluctuation (∼10-12 cm�1) is attributed to local-density fluctu-
ations.17,38 The main features of the DOS of oxygen, hydrogen,
and methane were unaffected by e/m fields, as e/m fields do
not induce any structural changes to the clathrate system. How-
ever, it was found that the e/m fields did have a small direct
coupling effect on velocities, as manifested in the DOS where
a small peak in the VACF-spectra is produced at the same fre-
quency as that of the applied e/m field. This coupling effect is
caused because the partially charged atoms experience a direct
velocity response to the e/m field (by field-induced torque on
the water dipole).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the description of electric-
field intensities typically used in simulations and how it is
compared with both the experiment and the currently used
external-field intensities.
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